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John Moor, IoT Security Foundation
“Welcome”

Biography
He has more than 30 years experience in electronic systems and microelectronics industries
and holds executive leadership and general manager responsibilities for IoTSF. Previously John
served as a vice-president at the National Microelectronics Institute (NMI) where he was
tasked with formulating strategy and leading the implementation of key innovation initiatives
including creating a portfolio of technical engineering networks, establishing the UK
Electronics Skills Foundation, running the Future World Symposium and participating in
overseas trade missions.
Prior to NMI, John was one of the founders of Bristol-based start-up ClearSpeed Technology
(formerly PixelFusion Ltd). During this time he led engineering operations at vice-president
level and was responsible for technology acquisitions, establishing international supply chain
operations and acquiring capability in the UK, USA and Taiwan.
John holds an MA (Distinction) in Strategic Marketing Management from Kingston University
London and a Master of Business Administration from the University of Leicester. John’s
formative engineering career centred on leading-edge microprocessor based systems (substantially parallel systems) and used in data communications, high performance computing,
graphics and virtual reality applications.

Paul Dorey, IoT Security Foundation
“Chair Address”

Biography
Paul Dorey has over 25 years management experience in information security and established
one of the ﬁrst dedicated operational risk management functions in Europe. At BP he built and
managed Information security, BCP, Privacy and Information Management Standards &
Services globally across the corporation, including the digital security of process control
systems. Prior to BP, he set up and ran global strategy, security and risk management
functions at Morgan Grenfell and Barclays Bank.
Paul has consulted to numerous governments, was a founder of the Jericho Forum and for
several years sat on the Permanent Stakeholders Group of the European Network Information
Security Agency (ENISA). He was one of the founders of the Institute of Information Security
Professionals (IISP), and after 5 years as Chairman of the Board is now Chairman Emeritus. He
was appointed to be a Fellow of the Institute in March 2015.

Tyson Macaulay, Infosec Global
“Coming oﬀ the bottom: what has been learned and what to
expect from IoT security”
Biography
Tyson Macaulay is a 25 year veteran of the information security industry. In his current role as
Chief Product Oﬃcer for InfoSec Global, Tyson is responsible for product management,
research and development, marketing and pre-sales engineering. His past experience includes
Chief Technology Oﬃcer (CTO) – Cyber for BAE Systems Applied Intelligence leading a global
organization developing high-assurance end-to-end security designs, as well as pre-sales
engineering and consulting services in North America. Other recent positions include CTO
Telecommunications Security at Intel and Chief Security Strategist at Fortinet. These roles all
involved international business strategy, corporate development (M&A), technical leadership,
media and speaking events.
Prior to these positions, Tyson was Security Liaison Oﬃcer at Bell Canada from 2005 to 2012.
From 2001 to 2005 he was Director of Risk Management for the U.S. defence contractor
Electronic Warfare Associates (EWA), and founded General Network Services an Ottawa-based security ﬁrm in 1996. He began his career as an Internet Consultant in 1993.
Tyson has been a security researcher and lecturer since the beginning of his career with a
personal syllabus of four books, dozens of periodical publications and international standards
contributions, and two registered patents in security. Tyson continues to support the
development of engineering and security standards through the International Standards
Organization (ISO) and the Professional Engineers of Ontario (PEO).

Dr Gilad Rosner, Internet of Things Privacy Forum
“IoT Privacy: Emerging Frameworks and Strategy”

Biography
Dr. Gilad L. Rosner is a privacy and information policy researcher, and founder of the IoT
Privacy Forum. Dr. Rosner’s broader work focuses on identity management, US & EU privacy
and data protection regimes, and online trust. His research has been used by the UK House
of Commons Science & Technology Committee report on Responsible Use of Data, and he is
a featured expert on the BBC and O’Reilly. Dr. Rosner’s 20-year IT career has spanned ID
management technologies, digital media, automation and telecommunications.
Dr. Rosner is a member of the UK Cabinet Oﬃce Privacy and Consumer Advisory Group,
which provides independent analysis and guidance on government digital initiatives, and also
sits on the British Computer Society Identity Assurance Working Group, focused on online
identity governance. He is a Visiting Scholar at the Information School at UC Berkeley, a
Visiting Researcher at the Horizon Digital Economy Research Institute, and has consulted on
trust issues for the UK government Verify online ID initiative. Dr. Rosner is a policy advisor to
Wisconsin State Rep. Melissa Sargent, and has contributed to legislation on law enforcement
access to location data, access to digital assets upon death, and the collection of student
biometrics.
Abstract
The IoT challenges not only security, but privacy. A world of connected devices aﬀects how
we get consent, how we present privacy policies, and how fundamental rights to data
protection are preserved. Much has been discussed about the privacy problems of the IoT
but less attention has been given to the answers. This talk will present ﬁndings from 18
months of research into the privacy challenges of IoT devices, and discuss the frameworks
and strategies emerging to address them.

Chris Shire, Inﬁneon Technologies
“IoTSF IoT Security Compliance Framework & Questionnaire”

Biography
In the past few years I have been active in the world of embedded security, smart cards and
IoT.
It represents a unique experience and I have formed relationships in many areas of the market
from telecoms to government and ﬁnance. I have managed some key projects which have
made a diﬀerence to the business

Jeﬀ Day, BT Plc
“IoTSF Secure Design Best Practice Guides ”

Biography
Jeﬀ is Chair of the IoTSF Working Group 2 and IoT Security Lead for British
Telecommunications plc. With a background in software development and network
administration, Jeﬀ designs security into a variety of platforms, networks & devices, and
authors several internal BT speciﬁcations and standards. Jeﬀ is an internationally Certiﬁed
Information Systems Security Professional, an accredited member of the Institute of
Information Security Professionals, a member of the British Computer Society and the
Institute of Telecommunications Professionals, and holds a Postgraduate Diploma in
Computing for Commerce & Industry. Jeﬀ also delivers presentations to social groups on
internet safety and is chief technician at a talking newspaper charity.

Craig Heath, Franklin Heath Ltd
&
Richard Marshall, Xitex Ltd
“IoTSF Vulnerability Disclosure Best Practice”
Biography

Craig has over 25 years experience in the ﬁeld of information security, in consumer, business, government and defence sectors. He has worked at all levels of product creation, from strategy through
requirements management, architecture and design, down to low-level implementation.
Craig brings a broad perspective of the context in which security technologies are deployed, considering economic and social factors to ensure that security measures are eﬀective as well as correctly
implemented. He is also an accomplished communicator, able to brief executives at board level, to
present or review technical designs, and to explain security to users.
Biography
The last eight years of experience with global scale secure software delivery to embedded devices such
as 3/4G femtocells with no local user interface, has given me unique insights into the challenges of
deploying Internet of Things [IoT] products and technologies.
This has included being the technology champion for the cloud hosted scalable secure software,
credentials and licence delivery system for over 1 million embedded products deployed worldwide
with over 25 Mobile Operators. This often involved being the evangelist of activation technology to
mobile network operator customers in support of the business development teams.
Experienced in new product introduction for products into CEM/ODMs located in the UK and South
East Asia with an emphasis on simplicity of deployment to meet launch and security commitments.

Sarb Sembhi, Virtually Informed
&
James Willison, Uniﬁed Security
“Large-scale IoT projects and GDPR compliance - an overview
of supply chain responsibilities”

Biography

Sarb is the CTO & CISO at Virtually Informed and has previously been a CTO & CISO for the Noord
Group. He has previously worked as a consultant covering most issues in risk and security. Sarb’s
contributions to the industry include the London Chamber of Commerce and Industry Defence and
Security Committee and its Cybersecurity working group, an Advisor to the Internet of Things Security
Foundation, Smart Buildings working group. Other contributions include: Past President of the ISACA
London Chapter, Chair of ISACA International GRA Region 3 Sub-Committee, Chair of ISACA
International GRA Committee, ISSA UK Advisory Group member, InfoSecurity Magazine Editorial
Group member.
Sarb has also served on several Security Standards Groups and continues to write and speak at risk and
security events around the world. Sarb was shortlisted in the IFSEC Global Most Inﬂuential people in
Security & Fire 2018: https://www.ifsecglobal.com/ifsec-global-inﬂuencers-2018-cybersecurity.
James is Founder of Uniﬁed Security Ltd and Vice Chair of the ASIS European Convergence/ESRM
committee. James was awarded the Imbert Prize for an ‘outstanding contribution to the Security
Industry in 2011’ for his work on convergence with ASIS Europe and the Information Security
Awareness Forum. He has more than 20 years of management experience in the physical and information security industry, including posts as Advisor on Convergence to: AXIS Communications, the Mitie
TSM Board and Perpetuity Research; Senior lecturer in Security Management at Loughborough
University, Advisor to IFSEC 2018 Converged Security Centre and Digital Security Expert with the
European Union. He is an ISACA Academic Advocate and member of the Security Institute.
James is a member of the working stream in the ASIS International Board ESRM initiative, on the
working group for the draft ASIS/ISC(2)/ISACA Security Awareness Standard and Vice-chair, Smart
Buildings working group, Internet of Things Security Foundation.

Abstract

The GDPR is bay far the most over-reaching peices of legisation to hit organisations, and many think
they comply with the requirements, but do not consider the implications of the various Artcle 29
Working Party Opinions which once accepted are as applicable as the regulation itself.
This session will explore the whole of the supply chain both pre and post production of a device or
system which constitutes part of a smart building /city installation. The aim is to illustrate the range of
control mechanisms available for all supply stakeholders to ensure that they play their part in complete
compliance as far as they are able, and that compliance doesn't end with the manufacturer, or just start
when connecting systems together.

Chris Jones, Secure Thingz
“Decisions to Last a Lifetime: Specifying and Certifying Hardware Suitable
for Secure IoT Applications”

Abstract
Enabling trust from design through manufacturing and beyond in cost-eﬀective form factors
takes innovation, cooperation, and teamwork to support a never-ending array of devices.
Designing a secure device that can easily be provisioned with security credentials in high
volume requires a secure workﬂow which seamlessly integrates security into all phases of a
product’s life: design, prototype, production and deployment. To help streamline this process,
having a cost-eﬀective and scalable security provisioning methodology will enable IoT devices
to be produced securely anywhere in the world for OEMs of all size and volume.
Too often there is a gap between the design and manufacturing process impacting
time-to-market and quality. But with the right workﬂow, the gap between device design and
production can be closed to ensure a secure supply chain as OEMs seamlessly transition their
designs into manufacturing.
This presentation will discuss the process of establishing a chain of trust with an integrated
certiﬁcate and secure ﬁrmware, and implementing a securely provisioned Secure Boot
Manager into the MCUs to provide extensive lifecycle security, including secure provisioning
of certiﬁcates, secure application loading, secure ﬁrmware updates, and enhanced secure
application development in partnership with industry-leading tool vendors.

Haydn Povey, Secure Thingz
&
David Alexander, PA Consulting
“Decisions to Last a Lifetime: Specifying and
Certifying Hardware Suitable for Secure
IoT Applications”
Abstract
Building a secure device is no small feat. While there are best-practices documents that are
helpful in providing a framework to drive security within the system, there are still a thousand
other requirements and decisions that must be made to deliver a secure application. And the
pressure is on because every decision in the development, deployment and delivery of a
project may aﬀect a product during its lifecycle.
So the decisions that are made need to stand the test of time, and literally last a “lifetime.”
This presentation will focus on understanding the features and functions of devices that are
required to implement a secure application. These include the need to generate, store and
maintain cryptographic keys; the level of entropy required on a device; the physical robustness
guarding secrets; and secure operations and network operations centers. We will examine the
questions to ask semiconductor vendors to understand the real capabilities of the devices, the
limitations and the trade-oﬀs. For instance, how do you ensure your device has suﬃcient
randomness (entropy)? We will focus on the software requirements of the project and the
need to protect data and privacy following the introduction of GDPR and other pending
legislation.
In addition, this presentation will discuss the purchasing requirements that must be placed on
the organization to ensure the critical features speciﬁed within the device are not traded away
in the battle to reduce costs. In other words, what steps can be taken to ensure that a
purchasing department only purchases suﬃciently secure devices.
Security is never black or white, but every decision in the development, deployment and
delivery of the project may have unforeseen consequences. The pressure is on to choose
wisely.

Dr. Stephan Spitz, Giesecke & Devrient
“System-on-Chip Integrated Security – a Game Changer”

Biography
Stephan Spitz has more than twenty years working experience with research, technology and
business development in the ﬁeld of information and communication security. He is currently
as Senior Director at G+D Mobile Security responsible for the global IoT and innovation strategy technology and business wise. Before this role he was heading the global R&D organisation
of Trustonic, a joint venture formed by ARM, G+D and Gemalto, which he co-founded. He is
inventor of more than 50 patents in the ﬁeld of IT security and has a PhD degree from the
Technical University of Munich where he also lectured “Applied IT Security”. Beyond other
research publications he is co-author of the book “Kryptographie und IT-Sicherheit” published
by Vieweg+Teubner.
Abstract
Integrated security solutions, which are a part of a larger System on Chip (SoC), raise new
demands regarding silicon IP, the secure operating system, personalization and life-cycle
management processes.
Smart card technology grew over many years steady with function-wise smaller evolution
steps, because security had a higher priority than enhanced functionality. This is changing with
new security solutions, which are an inherent part of wearables, mobile phones or IoT devices.
These so-called “integrated” security solutions are no longer located on a separate chip,
because they are part of the SoC of a larger device together with many other components on
the same piece of silicon, e.g. application/modem-processor cores, integrated memory and
high-bandwidth I/O interfaces.
These new, integrated security solutions have to support many diﬀerent kinds of security-critical services in the richOS or RTOS, such as payment solutions, device and content protection,
network and service authentication and many more. The presentation describes what impact
the SoC integration of security has on silicon IP, the secure operating system architecture and
the required services for personalization and life-cycle management.

Sean Gulliford, Gemserv

“Security Management in an IoT Driven World”
Biography
Sean Gulliford is Principal Technical Consultant at Gemserv heading up their Connected Devices
Team. He holds a B.Eng(Hons) in Digital Systems Engineering, a M.Sc in Machine Learning and
Adap�ve Compu�ng and is an ECC Cer�ﬁed Ethical Hacker. Sean’s career has spanned Transport,
Telecommunica�ons, Smart Metering, domes�c controls and IoT in various roles including Firmware
Developer, Product Manager and System Architect. He has been extensively involved in the GB Smart
Metering Implementa�on Programme from speciﬁca�on through to development and deployment.
His current role focuses on the secure development and maintenance of IoT devices and systems.
Abstract
This presenta�on examines the changes that need to be made to business security policies,
processes and procedures as the IoT and other emerging disrup�ve technologies con�nue to gain
trac�on. It examines how businesses can manage the security of IoT devices and systems, without
the need to re-invent new standards and how the IoTSF compliance framework can be used in
conjunc�on with exis�ng informa�on security standards to make then ﬁt for purpose in the IoT
world; and how these changes can ul�mately improve the baseline of IoT security.

Robert Dobson, Device Authority
“Simple steps to secure your devices for trusted data and
valuable insights”
Biography
Rob has over 25 years of experience in industry, with a wide range of expertise across
cybersecurity, IoT, SaaS, Semiconductors and Software engineering. He has been involved in
several successful start-ups. Rob helps customers architect and deploy successful IoT solutions
with the security they need and is also well known for speaking at various events around the
world on IoT Security across many markets, most prominently Industrial & Healthcare.
Abstract
How can you trust large volumes of data generated and transferred to an analytics platform if
you cannot trust the IoT device it originated from? How do you get value from actionable
insights if there is doubt the device providing the data may have been tampered with?
IoT devices and data will continue to be scrutinized if they are not secure by design.
Vulnerabilities and security gaps will be discovered by researchers and ethical (or not so ethical)
hackers. Your organization, and even worse your customers, are open to attack if a foundation
for security is not designed in from the beginning.
The UK government published a report earlier this year which details 13 areas to consider (or be
concerned about) for a ‘Secure by Design’ approach. The session will review many of these and
provide easy and readily available solutions to tackle these challenges.
We’ll showcase real world examples which include typical Healthcare/Medical device and
Industrial IoT, with solutions from MultOS, Gemalto and Device Authority.
You do not need to be an IoT security expert. Focus on what your organization’s core business
is, and we’ll show you how to implement Secure by Design without the necessary resources for
development operations.

Leo Dorrendorf, VDOO Connected Trust Ltd.
“Scalable IoT Security – automating the security process for
connected products”
Biography
Leo Dorrendorf is a security researcher with experience in the academy and the industry,
including a diversity of topics from reverse-engineering and breaking to designing and implementing connected systems. Currently part of the VDOO security team, whose research was
recently featured in The Register, Leo deals with creating engines for automated threat modelling, binary scanning, and requirement generation which incorporates a growing number of
standards from the world of embedded security. In the past, Leo worked at ARM where he
studied IoT security, deﬁned security for the ARM Mbed products, and participated in standardization forums.
Abstract
Solving the security problems in the Internet of Things requires a scalable approach. We discuss
how methods based on automated processes and wide datasets can help the entire IoT ecosystem, and especially the vendors, evolve their embedded security process, accelerating and scaling up product validation, compliance, and monitoring. We discuss how an automated approach
can enhance vulnerability research, help IoT device owners detect widespread security issues,
and improve their designs. We describe building a ﬂexible database engine for threat and
requirement modeling, which integrates external standards by IoT standardization bodies and
regulators. Our goal is to enable modeling the entire IoT ecosphere in a cohesive manner and
still allow focus on speciﬁc verticals, applications or use cases.

Mike Brown, ISARA Corporation
“A Quantum of Safety - Rooting Trust in a Quantum World”

Biography
Mike is the CTO and co-founder for ISARA Corporation. He is focused on the technical vision
and direction for the company.
Previous to ISARA, Mike was the Vice President of Security Product Management and
Research at BlackBerry. Mike has spoken at many global security events and holds a Masters
of Mathematics from the University of Waterloo, focusing on cryptography.
Abstract
The forthcoming arrival of the quantum computer threatens current cryptographic systems.
Embedded roots of trust and code signing are currently of particular concern for vehicles, IoT
devices, and other equipment where in-ﬁeld updates can range fromﬁnancially prohibitive to
logistically impossible. We discuss quantum safe signature options for this purpose and their
implementation on HSMs.

Peter Davies, Thales
"The connected vehicle as in IoT infrastructure - cyber security in a
complex socio-Technical system"
Biography
As a Technical Director of Thales in the UK Peter has been their leading expert on
Cryptography in the UK responsible for providing cryptography and information security
direction and expertise on a variety of products and projects. Previous work includes the
development and certiﬁcation of ﬂexible and interoperable commercial security solutions that
are also widely used by governments; these solutions are available worldwide and support the
security of both communications and infomatics in an international, multi grade environment.
Peters specialist knowledge is at the core of the cyber defence and forensics activities that he
undertakes combatting existential treats against business. Peter has, interacted on security
and products at any level from Prime Minister, through Board to deep technical including
Certiﬁcation Labs and partners developing and sustaining business opportunities worldwide.
Peter has generated patents in the area of digital DNA and his research covers aspects of
technical security as well as aspects of super-identities and their role in combatting human
based cyber-attacks. As well as contributing to standards Peter is a frequent speaker at
international conferences and delivers lectures to postgraduate information and cyber security
programmes in the UK and worldwide.
Concentrated on Digital Resilience and Survivability. Involved in the speciﬁcation and
development of many successful large-scale security schemes including credit card and mobile
phone.

Sam Alderman-Miller, Darktrace
"Implementing AI and machine learning to support realtime
monitoring and detection"
Biography
Sam Alderman-Miller joined Darktrace in 2015 and began providing cybersecurity solutions
for IT and OT environments, before joining the founding team at Darktrace Industrial in 2017.
At Darktrace Industrial, Sam is a Director, working with our most high proﬁle industrial clients
including one of the UK’s leading pharmaceutical companies. He has spoken in front of a vast
array of audiences internationally. Sam’s specialism lies in the application of AI and machine
learning in order to futureproof and protect core infrastructures and operational technologies.
Abstract
In an era where OT and IT are increasingly converging, the threat to critical infrastructure is
growing and the need to understand and secure complex networks has become unavoidable.
Modern industrial networks are highly complex systems involving the interaction of diverse
and bespoke devices – legacy products, proprietary protocols, and custom solutions often
work side by side with corporate IT technologies and the new generation of Internet of Things
devices. The challenge of providing full coverage of enterprise, industrial and IoT environments
has never been greater, meaning innovations using machine learning and AI must be explored.
·
How much of a challenge has overlaying AI on legacy systems presented and what
solutions were deployed to overcome it?
·
How has SCADA and ICS Cybersecurity expertise been leveraged to design a system
that allows machine-learning algorithms to view and interpret data in the right way?
·
How has the use of AI driven speed, scale and accuracy in anomaly detection and
response and how has this translated into tangible beneﬁt?
·
What limitations have been identiﬁed in the capabilities of AI to provide a consistent
and accurate picture of IOT security and where is work needed to provide the framework for
more advanced applications?

Dr Yun Shen, Symantec
“Before Toasters Rise Up: A View Into the Emerging IoT Threat
Landscape”
Biography
Dr Yun Shen is a member of the Symantec Research Labs in Reading, United Kingdom. His
current research interests focus on applying data-driven approaches to better understand
malicious activity on the Internet. Through the collection and analysis of large-scale datasets,
he developed novel and robust mitigation techniques to make the Internet a safer place. His
research involves a mix of quantitative analysis, machine learning, and systems design. He
currently represents Symantec in IoT Security group, ENISA.
Dr Shen received his PhD in Computer Science from University of Hull, UK in 2006, where his
research focused on indexing and retrieval of distributed XML data. He received his bachelors
degree in Computer Science from Sichuan University, China in 2000. Before joining Symantec,
he was a researcher in the HP Labs Bristol, working on privacy enhancing technologies and
then as a system designer on Cloud Computing infrastructure. Prior to this, he conducted
research on intelligence analysis supported by government funding in the University of Bristol.
He has published more than 50 papers in top tier international journals and conferences, and
holds 6 US patents in Cloud Computing, smart vehicles and spam detection.
Abstract
The security problems of smart Internet-connected or so-called "IoT" devices are becoming
increasingly concerning. The existence of botnets exploiting vulnerable, often poorly secured
and conﬁgured Internet-facing devices has been known for many years. However, the
outbreak of several high-proﬁle DDoS attacks sourced by massive IoT botnets, such as Mirai in
late 2016, served as an indication of the potential devastating impact that these vulnerable
devices can have. Since then, the volume and sophistication of attacks (e.g., VPNFilter in
2018) targeting IoT devices have grown steeply and new botnets now emerge every couple of
months. Although a lot of research is being carried out to study new spurs of attacks and
malware, we still lack a comprehensive overview of the current state of the IoT thread
landscape. In this talk, we present the insights gained from operating low- and
high-interaction IoT honeypots for a period of 12 months. We show that cybercriminals appear
to be packing their botnets with more and more software vulnerability exploits targeting
speciﬁc devices to increase their infection rate and win the battle against the other competing
botnets. We believe that the security community has the opportunity to learn from this threat
landscape study and act proactively upon emerging threats.

Razvan Venter, Secura B.V.
“Controlling Cybersecurity Risks in IoT by Standardization
and Certiﬁcation”
Biography
Razvan Venter currently works as a Senior Certiﬁcation Specialist within Secura B.V. He has
more than four years’ experience in the ﬁeld of security benchmarking and certiﬁcation by
working for internationally known security evaluation companies. The past experience
includes evaluation and certiﬁcation of payment systems, network elements, biometric
devices and secure hardware storage modules against standards such as Common Criteria or
PCI PTS POI. Currently, Razvan is working on managing security assessment and certiﬁcation
programs in domains in which security benchmarking initiatives are emerging. These include
medical devices, industrial control systems, automotive or consumer IoT products. Razvan has
experience with analyzing a broad range of international standards, as well as applying them in
practice for the assessment of components, systems or organizational policies.
Abstract
The Internet of Things (IoT) brings a very attractive view on the future of our technology by
improving our daily lives. Due to the risks associated with the IoT products, addressing cybersecurity from the earliest stages of development is a crucial aspect that manufacturers need to
incorporate into their processes. However, at the current moment regulations mandating a
baseline of security requirements in the ﬁeld of IoT are not
in place. In these conditions, manufacturers need to pro-actively take responsibility in securing
their products. An eﬃcient way of doing this is by relying on existing standards, frameworks
and best practices addressing IoT cybersecurity issues. In practice, these sources have diﬀerent maturity levels and often a complementary aspect in terms of cybersecurity focus. The
presentation will provide a clear overview on IoT standardization state-of-the-art, highlighting
the way in which IoT manufacturers can beneﬁt from it. Building on this, the talk will further
discuss key elements of prospective regulations and how will these impact the key players
involved in IoT development.

“GDPR Privacy Implications for the Internet of Things”

Daniel Bastos
&
Fabio Giubilo, BT plc

Biography’s
Daniel Bastos is a Senior Researcher working at British Telecom’s Research & Innovation
Headquarters in Ipswich, UK. He is also part of NeCS, a Marie-Curie H2020 project involving
multiple European partners. He has a Master in Software Engineering and a Bachelor in Informatics Engineering both from the University of Coimbra in Portugal. He is currently doing
research on IoT security, with a focus on Smart Home Environments.
Fabio Giubilo is Italian and has a Masters in Network Systems & Security from the University
of Catania (ITA).
Abstract
Starting on May 25th of 2018 all EU countries began to apply the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR). This aims to protect and regulate data privacy and applies to any organization that holds or processes data on EU citizens, regardless of where it is headquartered. The
penalties for non-compliance can be as high as 4% of global revenue for companies. As a
result, compliance with GDPR is a must for companies who deal with users’ data. The hallmark
for data collection nowadays is Internet of Things devices. With sensors capturing every piece
of information from the surrounding environment, concerns about privacy and data breaches
have never been so vital. This document introduces GDPR concepts and principles, analyses
the challenges of data protection in IoT systems, discusses the privacy implications and potential issues, presents some mitigation approaches and draws conclusions and future steps.

Michael Richardson, Sandelman Software Works
“Secure, Zero-Touch Bootstrap for the Internet of Things”

Biography
Michael Richardson is a self-taught programmer and consultant, and has been involved with
network security systems since 1988. After working in nearly every aspect of Ottawa
hightech, Michael was a founding employee at Milkyway Networks in 1994, and Solidum
Systems Corporation in 1998. While at Milkyway Networks, Michael was responsible for
developing the VPN components of the
BlackHole ﬁrewall, the policy engine, and all kernel components. Solidum designed and sold
hardware - IPsec being an important target. Michael is a system software designer and
protocol designer. Michael is involved on a daily basis with at the IETF. He is an author on
RFC3586, RFC4025 and RFC4322.
Michael was has architected a number of IPsec systems, including closed source systems at
SSH, work on KAME code in BSD, and work on the Linux FreeS/WAN project. In 2003,
Michael founded Xelerance Corporation to support Linux open source security products,
including Openswan. In 2009, Michael joined CREDIL.org as a Founding Maker. Since 2010,
Michael has been involved in IETF eﬀorts to provide security to Internet of Things devices,
including creating reference designs for key speciﬁcations, such as RFC8366.
Michael received a B.Sc. Physics from Carleton University.
Abstract
This talk is about an IETF standard secure bootstraping system (BRSKI) developed in the
ANIMA and 6TISCH Working Groups. The assumptions behind BRSKI are explained,
alongwith an explanation of the moving parts required to build a successful system. The
system described deals the questions: "Who is this device? What is its identity?", "Is it mine?
Do I want it? What are the chances it has been compromised?", and "Should I join this
network?"
The ﬁrst document is RFC8366, with additional documents being published in mid-2018.

Sarb Sembhi, Virtually Informed
&
James Willison, Uniﬁed Security
“Large-scale IoT projects and GDPR compliance - an overview
of supply chain responsibilities”

Biography

Sarb is the CTO & CISO at Virtually Informed and has previously been a CTO & CISO for the Noord
Group. He has previously worked as a consultant covering most issues in risk and security. Sarb’s
contributions to the industry include the London Chamber of Commerce and Industry Defence and
Security Committee and its Cybersecurity working group, an Advisor to the Internet of Things Security
Foundation, Smart Buildings working group. Other contributions include: Past President of the ISACA
London Chapter, Chair of ISACA International GRA Region 3 Sub-Committee, Chair of ISACA
International GRA Committee, ISSA UK Advisory Group member, InfoSecurity Magazine Editorial
Group member.
Sarb has also served on several Security Standards Groups and continues to write and speak at risk and
security events around the world. Sarb was shortlisted in the IFSEC Global Most Inﬂuential people in
Security & Fire 2018: https://www.ifsecglobal.com/ifsec-global-inﬂuencers-2018-cybersecurity.
James is Founder of Uniﬁed Security Ltd and Vice Chair of the ASIS European Convergence/ESRM
committee. James was awarded the Imbert Prize for an ‘outstanding contribution to the Security
Industry in 2011’ for his work on convergence with ASIS Europe and the Information Security
Awareness Forum. He has more than 20 years of management experience in the physical and information security industry, including posts as Advisor on Convergence to: AXIS Communications, the Mitie
TSM Board and Perpetuity Research; Senior lecturer in Security Management at Loughborough
University, Advisor to IFSEC 2018 Converged Security Centre and Digital Security Expert with the
European Union. He is an ISACA Academic Advocate and member of the Security Institute.
James is a member of the working stream in the ASIS International Board ESRM initiative, on the
working group for the draft ASIS/ISC(2)/ISACA Security Awareness Standard and Vice-chair, Smart
Buildings working group, Internet of Things Security Foundation.

Abstract

The GDPR is bay far the most over-reaching peices of legisation to hit organisations, and many think
they comply with the requirements, but do not consider the implications of the various Artcle 29
Working Party Opinions which once accepted are as applicable as the regulation itself.
This session will explore the whole of the supply chain both pre and post production of a device or
system which constitutes part of a smart building /city installation. The aim is to illustrate the range of
control mechanisms available for all supply stakeholders to ensure that they play their part in complete
compliance as far as they are able, and that compliance doesn't end with the manufacturer, or just start
when connecting systems together.

Phillip Griﬃths, NetFoundry
“Networks are inherently insecure – IoT needs Zero-Trust”

Biography
Networks are designed to share information, not secure it, they are inherently vulnerable - US
National Security Agency. Many companies take as given; security is a 2nd concern – ‘S’ in IoT
stands for security
Security breaches happen in every industry, incidents are on the rise, ‘18 had ﬁrst instances
which could have led to deaths. Security can no longer be secondary concern. Example with
Connected Vehicles.
While security can be broken, a layered secure-by-design approach is the best way to secure
data and your business; these layers are zero trust (do not trust network), software deﬁned
perimeter, least-privilege-access and hardware root of trust (vehicle example)
Abstract
Philip Griﬃths has a passion for IoT and how it can provide business outcomes ever since he
got involved 2 years ago – nothing better than taking a pen to a white board. He is Head of
EMEA Partnerships and Alliances for NetFoundry. Prior to this he worked for Atos IT Services
in various roles from IoT Strategic Partner Manager to Programme Manager. He lives in
London with his wife and daughter and enjoys travelling for both work or pleasure.
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Vicente Segura Gualde, Telefonica
“Leveraging on core MNOs’ assets to provide key security
services for the IoT”
Biography
Vicente has more than 15 years of experience in the security ﬁeld. Currently, Vicente leads the
IoT Security lab, a Telefónica initiative aiming at developing and delivering a compelling end to
end value proposition in IoT Security combining Telefónica´s core assets and capabilities,
in-house products and partners’ products.
Vicente holds a master of science in Telecommunication Engineering and a bachelor degree in
Business Administration. He also holds the CISSP certiﬁcation in security.
Abstract
Security is a key aspect in the IoT ecosystem that must be considered from the beginning. For
representing the IoT model we rely on the proposal of the GSMA, composed of endpoints,
network and IoT services. The network is a key element that allows many security services to
be leveraged on it to reduce the complexity on the endpoint and secure its integration with
the service platform. This talk will show how the network can help in providing security to the
IoT ecosystem, considering important aspects such as the authentication of devices (and
platforms) as well as the proﬁling of devices and monitoring of their communications to detect
anomalies.

Ian Goetz, Juniper Networks
“IoT Security At The Edge”

Biography
Ian Goetz is the Chief Architect on the Vodafone Global Account Team and part of the Mobile
Product Strategy Community with Juniper. He has previously run his own contracting &
consulting business and held roles at Motorola, where he was the chief core network architect
for EMEA, as well as working for IBM Business Consulting Services, Tellabs, BT Cellnet and BT
Laboratories, all in the mobile communications arena spanning a career of thirty years. More
recently, Ian has been leading work on SDN/NFV, 5G Ready Access and MEC for the team as
well as working with the Juniper EMEA and Engineering teams to create new, diﬀerentiating
propositions. Ian has thirty years’ experience in the mobile communications industry and in
past roles has been active in ETSI SMG2, SMG11, 3GPP SA4 and GSMA 3GIG. He is a
Member of the IET (MIET) and a Chartered Engineer.
Abstract
This talk will explore the developments in edge computing and how these can be deployed in
LTE, LTE-A, NB_IoT and 5G networks to beneﬁt secure IoT deployment. This talk will look at
how Edge Computing can speciﬁcally allow IoT traﬃc to be monitored, attacks detected and,
should attacks from compromised devices not ﬁt the current pattern or policy, the traﬃc can
be analysed through a centralised software deﬁned system to allow the creation and
enforcement of new policy in the minimum amount of time.
Ian will also show how edge computing has been deployed within the UK 5G Test Bed and
with a European Tier 1 mobile operator and how the security system has been deployed. In
addition, Ian will discuss the BEST solution for end to end IoT security and how it can be
deployed to complement edge security solutions.

Beau Woods, I Am The Cavalry
“Packets and Policy: IoT Cyber Policy Landscape”
Biography
Beau Woods is a cyber safety innovation fellow with the Atlantic Council, a leader with the I
Am The Cavalry grassroots initiative, an Entrepreneur in Residence with the US Food and
Drug Administration, and founder/CEO of Stratigos Security. His focus is the intersection of
cybersecurity and the human condition, primarily around cyber safety, ensuring connected
technology that can impact life and safety is worthy of our trust. Over the past several years in
this capacity, he has consulted with automakers, medical device manufacturers, healthcare
providers, cybersecurity researchers, US federal agencies and legislative staﬀ, and the White
House.
Prior to joining the Atlantic Council, Beau founded the security consultancy, Stratigos Security,
to advise large enterprises, small business, and NGOs on information security strategy and
development. Beau is also an original member of I Am The Cavalry, a civil society initiative
focused on cybersecurity issues that impact human life and public safety. Prior to that, Beau
spent ﬁve years with Dell SecureWorks, where he advised commercial clients on information
security and built up the security consulting services practice. Beau is a frequent presenter,
media contributor, and author, and graduated from the Georgia Institute of Technology with a
BS in psychology.
Abstract
Packets and Policy: IoT Cyber Policy Landscape
• General IoT Cyber Policy Trends
• Sector-Speciﬁc Trends (Healthcare, Automotive, others as appropriate)
• Recently Enacted Policies
• Tool: IoT Cyber Policy Database
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Kat Megas, Cybersecurity for Internet of Things - NIST
"IoT Security Standardisation"
Biography
Kat Megas is the Program Manager for the Cybersecurity for the Internet of Things (IoT)
Program the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). In her role, she focuses on
advancing and accelerating the development and application of research, standards,
guidelines, and technologies necessary to improve the security and privacy of ecosystem of
connected devices. Before joining NIST, Kat led the development and execution of marketing
strategies across multiple market sectors and deployed telecommunications, enterprise
resource planning, and identity and access management solutions. Kat holds a MS in
Information Systems from Virginia Tech.
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Steven Kenny, Axis Communications
“Cyber Physical Security Shared Responsibilities - the
importance of supply chain due diligence”
Biography
Steven Kenny has spent 15 years in the security sector undertaking various roles that have
seen him take responsibility for key elements of mission critical, high proﬁle projects across a
number of diﬀerent vertical markets. For the last, ﬁve year’s Steven has been Industry Liaison
Manager for Axis Communications, focusing his attentions on how technologies can best
complement day to day operations, speciﬁcally address operational issues by supporting the
A&E consultant community across Northern Europe. Steven is also the Director of Systems,
Information and Cyber Security for ASIS International, the UK technology advisor for TINYg
(Global Terrorist Information Network), and sits on the Cybersecurity Advisory Committee for
the Wall Street Journal.
Abstract
Cyber Security should no longer be seen as an IT issue. 2018 has been year of regulatory
change regarding Cyber security, with the introduction of the General Data Protection Act
(GDPR) and the less publicized, but equally as important Network Information Systems
Directive (NISD). With a reported 63% of an end users cyber breeches being attributed to a
third party contractor, the due diligence throughout the supply chain has never been so
important. The increasing number of cyber breeches and the sophistication of attacks has
continued to increased. It is imperative that the deployment of technologies across a
business’s enterprise, have been selected both on their operational beneﬁts but also product
security.
It is important to understand what demonstrate a mature cyber security approach from within
the supply chain. See how strong engagement from an end user and their suppliers can
protect their enterprise from potential opportunistic cyber threats.

Ken Munro, Pen Test Partners & IoTSF Board
“Getting Your House In Order”

Biography
Ken is Partner and Founder of Pen Test Partners. He regularly blogs on everything from
maritime security to hacking cars and the Internet of Things. This has led to regular
appearances on BBC TV and BBC News as well as the broadsheet press. Ken has become a
voice for reform and legislative change in the largely unregulated IoT, brieﬁng UK and US
government departments as well as being involved with various EU consumer councils.
Abstract
There are beacons of excellence in smart home product security, though most are still
horriﬁcally insecure.
We’ll look at some of the truly ‘facepalm’ moments we’ve had when researching home
automation, home assistants and remote control apps we’ve had over the last year.
However, we will then look at how and why Nest, Hive and others are getting it more ‘right’
than many.
As always, the session will include plenty of entertaining live hacking demos, including
previously unreleased research.

Andreas Rüst , Zurich University of Applied Sciences
“Authenticating Wireless Nodes in Building
Automation: Challenges and Approaches”
Biography

Andreas Rüst (Dipl. El. Ing. ETH) is Professor for Internet of Things at the Zurich University of Applied
Sciences (ZHAW) in Winterthur, Switzerland. Being a team leader at the Institute of Embedded
Systems, he has 20 years of industry experience in the ﬁelds of microcontroller chip design and the
development of SHDSL modems.
Over the last 8 years his research has been focusing on scalable and secure low power
wireless networks.

Abstract
Modern wireless nodes in building automation interconnect natively through the Internet
Protocol (IP), e.g. by using the protocol stack of the Thread Group. As a result, the emerging
coalescence of existing IT networks with networks on the ﬁeld level presents many challenges.
Speciﬁcally, mutual authentication of devices on domain level is one of the main issues. On
one hand, how does the domain know, whether it can trust the device? On the other hand,
how does the device authenticate the domain? Moreover, this mutual authentication has to
take place with embedded devices in the ﬁeld that feature manifold constraints and require a
simple but yet secure provisioning. The Fairhair Alliance is in the process of proposing a secure
bootstrapping process to tackle these challenges. Together with a major building automation
provider, the Institute of Embedded Systems of the ZHAW has implemented a real-life prototype. The presentation summarizes the challenges, the proposed approaches and the
experience gained during prototyping.

Carl Shaw, Cerberus Security Laboratories
"From Zero to (Security) Hero : making products that are
secure by design"
Biography
With a deep technical background forged in the defence research and pay TV consumer
electronics industries, Dr Shaw has helped a large number of companies from early stage
start-ups to giant global household brands secure their technical products for more than
decade.
Working in the consumer electronics, automotive, medical and industrial markets, he has
found that the process for securing products is very similar, even if the market has very
diﬀerent security needs.
Abstract
This presentation will demonstrate the process that manufacturers can use to design security
into their new products right from the start.
It will brieﬂy cover the steps required to ensure that the security is ﬁt for purpose without
being over engineered and that the (often limited) security budget for technical
implementation is best spent.

Ton van den Berg, Wibu-Systems
&
Ken Metcalf, Reslam
"Use cases of Secure Boot, IP & Integrity Protection and
access control for software, source-code and data"
Biography
Ken Metcalf is currently the Chief Technology Oﬃcer of Reslam, a company specialising in
developing high security geo-fenced networked electronic locking solutions. Ken holds a
Bachelor of Electrical and Electronic Engineering degree as well as a Bachelor of Commerce
degree in Information Systems. As a member of the ATMIA, Ken is an active participant in the
global Technology and Security working groups which deal with physical and cyber threats
facing the ATM and Financial industries.
Abstract
When it comes to security IoT devices need to be hardened with a secure boot and extra
software for IP & Integrity Protection based on an anchor of trust. In this presentation we will
take a deeper look into the 5 foundational characteristics at the core of trustworthiness:
Safety, Security, Reliability, Resilience and Privacy. For all elements, proper and proven
methodologies exist, allowing also new business models based on protected, licensed and
secured systems. Companies like Wind River, Phoenix. Kontron, CoDeSys, B&R and Rockwell
have implemented sophisticated technology for secure boot, IP & Integrity Protection, access
control for software, source-code and data. The standard possibilities for Linux, Android and
other operating systems will also being shown.
A real live use case for ATM Machines will be presented by Ken Metcalf, the CTO of Codeloc,
that implemented a maximum of elements in the Reslam solution for Kaba safe locks for ATMs
(devices, mobile app & server-application).

Jeremy Bennett, Embecosm
"Supporting the engineering of secure code for IoT devices by extending
mainstream compiler tool chains"
Biography
Developing secure IoT software requires that good software engineering practices are used,
and that an appropriate set of secure coding guidelines are followed. Much of the guidance on
writing secure software is in common with that for minimising bugs and defects; however,
some tasks (such as memory sanitisation, maintaining side-channel atomicity, etc.) are
security-speciﬁc and are diﬃcult even for experienced engineers to consistently implement.
The compiler is ideally placed to assist, because almost all code for any device goes through a
compiler, which translates the program to binary code to run on the processor. This global
view of the software can enable the compiler to detect insecure coding patterns and provide
automated support for security-speciﬁc tasks.
The Innovate UK funded Security Enhancing Compilation for Use in Real Environments
(SECURE) project, which ran from June 2017 – September 2018, has taken the latest
academic research in security-speciﬁc programming techniques and integrated it within the
two most widely used compilers, GCC and LLVM. These freely available tools will not
“magically” write secure code - however, they make it much easier for engineers to follow
good practice and avoid errors by automating the use of security-speciﬁc techniques and
processes.
This talk will present the technology and show how it supports secure software development
processes by reducing the burden placed on engineers who would otherwise have to manually
implement security-speciﬁc techniques and inspect code for security issues.
Abstract
Dr Jeremy Bennett (speaker) is Chief Executive of Embecosm, who provide open source
compiler development and processor modeling services to companies worldwide. He is author
of the standard textbook “Introduction to Compiling Techniques” (McGraw Hill 1990, 1995,
2003).
The talk is the work of the team, so I added the following for my
co-authors:
Dr Graham Markall leads the SECURE project, and along with contributors Simon Cook, Paolo
Savini and Craig Blackmore is a member of Embecosm’s compiler team.

Colin Robbins, Nexor
&
Prof. Carsten Maple, University of Warwick

"Overcoming the safety and security barriers to autonomous vehicle
deployment"
Biography
Colin Robbins is Nexor’s Principal Security Consultant, a company specialising in secure
information exchange.
He graduated with a ﬁrst class degree in Computer Science and Electronic Engineering from
University College, London. He is a fellow of the Institute of Information Security
Professionals, a NCSC Certiﬁed Professional and Chair of the East Midlands Cyber Security
Forum.
Professor Carsten Maple is Professor of Cyber Systems Engineering at the University of
Warwick, WMG’s Cyber Security Centre (CSC). He is the director of research in Cyber Security
working with organisations in key sectors such as manufacturing, healthcare, ﬁnancial services
and the broader public sector to address the challenges presented by today’s global cyber
environment.
Professor Maple has an international research reputation, has published over 200 peer
reviewed papers, and extensive experience of institutional strategy development and
interacting with external agencies.
Professor Maple is a Fellow of the British Computer Society and Vice chair of the Council of
Professors and Heads of Computing, UK.
Abstract
Autonomous vehicles are expected to have a profound eﬀect on future transport systems as
well as creating huge social and economic beneﬁts. However, to capture those beneﬁts there
are major barriers to overcome spanning legal frameworks, regulatory compliance, insurance
as well as major technical challenges to ensure the vehicles are reliable, safe and secure. This
talk will present ﬁndings from the Innovate UK funded project Capri, which brings together an
experienced consortium to collate suﬃcient evidence from four deployment trials as well as
simulation testing, to build trust in pods as a safe and secure mobility service and provide
recommendations on regulatory compliance procedures. The project is looking into these
challenges, and this presentation will report on progress regarding safety and security aspects
and how they relate to regulatory compliance and realizing the economic beneﬁts.
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